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Alternative Dispute Resolution Definition
The Arbitration and Conciliation Act 1996 has been modelled on lines of the UNCITRAL framework of laws with the idea to modernize Indian arbitration law and bring it in line with the best global ...
The future of arbitration in India: Strengthening the process of alternative dispute resolution
Five international mediation training bodies have signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) in Singapore aimed at raising international mediation standards. The group has pledged ‘to develop ...
Mediation bodies seal international alliance in Singapore to improve standards
Six weeks ago, the first significant changes in years were made to the Divorce Act, the federal legislation that deals with parenting, child and spousal support and, of course, divorce. Critics of the ...
Updated Divorce Act emphasizes parental responsibilities over rights to children
In their timely and topical book,Reimagining Courts,Victor Flango and Thomas Clarke argue that courts are a victim of their own success. Disputes that once ...
Reimagining Courts: A Design for the Twenty-First Century
The debate about the fact that operators advertise seemingly generous revenue share deals but affiliates end up with nothing like the percentages advertised after the deduction of various fees and ...
The reality of revenue share
Existing research suggests that rebels succeed in cross-border trade by using informal networks that evade state authority. Yet rebels face a critical challenge: they operate in a normative ...
Concealing Conflict Markets: How Rebels and Firms Use State Institutions to Launder Wartime Trade
More separating couples are avoiding the well-worn path to the Family Court by engaging in “collaborative divorce” where the professionals work as a team and all parties commit to not go to court.
The rise of collaborative divorce: Families with ‘skin in the game’ avoiding court
By signing this form, you are agreeing to release and indemnify Florida Realtors® from liability, to follow safety protocols and assume all risks while attending Florida Realtors® events. As a ...
Florida Realtors Comprehensive Release for In-Person Events
Since the enactment of RERA, real estate firms have been taking stands that the consumer forum has no right to deal with the complaints of home buyers against them. Often a question is raised before ...
Consumer Court or RERA: A Choice Which Homebuyers Will Make
How mediation is being developed and used in a number of areas in Scotland today A Guide to Mediating in Scotland maps the diverse mediation terrain in ...
A Guide to Mediating in Scotland
The president has pursued trillions of dollars of spending for coronavirus, infrastructure and child care, along with major changes in tax policy and aggressive emission-reduction targets.
What Biden Has Done on Taxes, Border, Policing and More
This is an extract of the speech that was delivered by the DA Parliamentary Leader,Lindiwe Mazibuko MP, during the Presidency Budget Vote Debate today in Parliament. Today all of our minds will be ...
The 5 crises of the Zuma Presidency - Lindiwe Mazibuko
The UN Committee of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax Matters has released documents that reveal that significant changes are proposed for the United Nations Model Double Taxation Convention ...
UN committee considers updates to model tax treaty, developing nation tax guidance
To ensure extensive internal democratic consultation, the SACP augmented its Central Committee Plenary with additional delegates, drawn from provinces, districts, and gender organisers, as well as the ...
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